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There's a castle in our dreams,
Where we place our hopes, and all our fancies,
Where the light of romance beams,
And sweethearts come a-wooing, Under your
Irene

Lyrics by
JOSEPH McCARthy

Music by
HARRY TIERNEY

Allegretto

Once a king of Normandy,
Poets, bards and heroes true,

Wed a queen of Arcady,
Fighters, lovers, churchmen too,

Then they settled o'er the sea.
Crowd the chapters we go thru,

Shamus came then Kathleen,
Then they scattered here and there,
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Sham was born, and then Eileen; Michael came before Irene.
Causing trouble everywhere, what a lovely name, O’Dare.

CHORUS
Irene, a little bit of salt and sweetness, Irene, a dainty

slip of rare completeness, Mannerism, magnetism, eyes of youth inviting,

Dancing by, with glancing eye, The flush of her exciting, Siren, The sort who
Captures hearts to charm them, Careful, beware!

Now she's here, now she's there, Followed by her set, Up she goes, down she goes,

Everybody's pet, Near or far, there you are, Captured in the net, of

Tippity witch Irene O'Dare.
THE SENSATIONAL FOX TROT SONG HIT
Sung by ALICE DELYSSIA in "AFGAR"
"WHY DON'T YOU"

By JOSEPH McCARTHY and HARRY TIERNEY Writers of "IRENE" The Big Musical Comedy Success.

REFRAIN

Why don't you? why are you lonely? Why don't you? I want you
ten. sostenuto

Oh, let your dream eyes dream in mine, With all their

love light thrilling, Sweetheart, I know you're willing, Why don't you?

—come close and hold me, My arms are pleading
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Why don't you also get "Why Don't You" for your Talking Machine or Player Piano?
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